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other sites. We do not share
any profit with video providers.
All video content is uploaded
by external users and we do
not host any films or media
files. Notice. Please read the

Terms of use before using this
site. Click here to read the

complete disclaimer.On
October 25th, the Union

Cycliste Internationale’s (UCI)
jury met in Paris to decide who
will represent the United States
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of America at the 2018 UCI
Road World Championships. A
four-person jury composed of

Alberto Contador (doping
defendant), Rod Ewing, Kim

Andersen, and former
professional cyclist Jonathan
Vaughters, looked over the
results from the U.S. Road

Cycling Team’s 30-day drug
test from June 6th to July 6th,

which included an in-
competition test on July 6th,
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following the team’s Critérium
du Dauphiné. The results of the

team’s drug test were
presented to the jury, along

with the evidence submitted by
the team to corroborate the B
sample. The UCI determined
that the B sample would be

analyzed in-competition on July
6th, whereupon the UCI’s

Evaluation Commission would
analyze the A sample and

make their determination as to
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the rider’s eligibility. The
results of the B sample were

analyzed in-competition by the
UCI, and concluded as follows:
(Test 3/6/18, 26:25 to 27:15
min) B sample: T A sample: T
Result: +2 Commentary: Test

conducted and analyzed on the
same day, results were “re-
analyzed,” no notes were
deleted or altered. (Test

3/7/18, 19:23 to 20:22 min) B
sample: N A sample: N Result:
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-1 Commentary: The team
submitted no evidence to
support this sample. (Test

3/8/18, 19:08 to 20:10 min) B
sample: N A sample: N Result:

-1 Commentary: The team
submitted no evidence to
support this sample. (Test

3/9/18, 15:54 to 16:53 min)
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